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1. Introduction 
Congratulations! Your paper has been accepted for journal publication. Please follow the 

steps outlined below when submitting your final draft to the RJEMS. These guidelines 

include complete descriptions of the fonts, spacing, and related information for producing 

your proceedings manuscripts. Please follow them and if you have any questions, direct 

them to the production editor in charge of your journal at the RJEMS, 

rjemseditor@gzu.ac.zw 

 

2. Formatting your Paper 

All printed material, including text, illustrations, and charts, must be kept within the 

parameters of the following margins. Margins are 3.3cm on the left side, 3.65cm on 

the right, 2.03cm on the top, and 3.05cm on the bottom. Paper orientation in all 

pages should be in portrait style. Please do not write or print outside of the column 

parameters. 

 

3. Main Title 

The main title (on the first page) should be centred, and in Times New Roman 14-point, 

boldface type. Capitalize the first letter of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and 

adverbs; do not capitalize articles, coordinate conjunctions, or prepositions (unless the 

title begins with such a word) (e.g. A Comparative Study of Trade 

Initiatives in Selected Southern African Countries). Please initially 

capitalize only the first word in other titles, including section titles and first, second, and 

third-order headings (for example, “Titles and headings” — as in these guidelines).  
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4.2. Corresponding Author 

Corresponding author should have an asterisk sign (*) if possible, after the corresponding 

author’s name. The Corresponding author (e.g., *Corresponding Author) label should be 

appeared at the footnote section of the first page of the paper, Times New Roman in 

style and 10 in font size. 

 

5. Second and Following Pages 

The second and following pages should begin 2.54 cm from the top edge.  

 

6. Type-style and Fonts 

Wherever Times New Roman is specified, Times New Roman may be used. If not 

available in your word processor, please use a font closest to Times New Roman 

that you have access to.  

 

7. Main Text 

Type your main text in 12-point Times New Roman, single-spaced. Be sure your text is 

fully justified.  

 

7.1. Tables 

Place tables as close as possible to the text they refer to and aligned centre. A table is 

labeled Table and given a number (e.g., Table 1. Sample Datasheet with Attributes 
in Economic Terms) it should be numbered consecutively.  

 

For Example: 

Table 1. Table Label 

     

     

     

     

 

 

7.2. Figures 

Place figures as close as possible to the text they refer to and aligned centre. Photos, 

graphs, charts or diagram should be labeled Figure (do not abbreviate). The label and title 

should be in line with the figure number (e.g., Figure 1. Financial Data of Banks 
Source (if any) appear underneath, centred. Figures should be of good quality.  

For Example: 
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Figure 1. Figure Label 

7.3. Equations 

Including symbols and equations in the text, the variable name and style must be 

consistent with those in the equations. Equations should be indented at the left margin and 

numbered at the right margin, equation number is enclosed with open and close 

parenthesis () Time New Roman in style and 12pt font size. Define all symbols the first 

time they are used. All equation symbols must be defined in a clear and understandable 

way. 
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8. First-order Headings 

For example, “1. Introduction”, should be Times New Roman 12-point boldface, 

initially capitalized, flush left.  

 

8.1. Second-order Headings (Sub-heading) 

As in this heading, they should be Times New Roman 12-point boldface, initially 

capitalized, flush left. 

 

8.1.1. Third-order Headings: Third-order headings, as in this paragraph, are 

discouraged. However, if you must use them, use 12-point Times New Roman, boldface, 

initially capitalized, flush left.  

 

9. Footnotes 

No footnotes and end notes. 
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